
September 9, 2022

To: School Committee
From: Joe Sawyer
Re: Vocational-Technical Education Update

As you know from our discussions over the past several months, the changes made to
state policy regarding vocational-technical high school admissions, and the subsequent
changes to Assabet Valley Regional Technical High School’s admissions policy to comply
with the new state regulations, have had the impact of severely limiting access to
admission at Assabet for incoming ninth grade students from Shrewsbury.  This is
because the removal of more stringent admissions criteria related to grades, attendance,
and discipline resulted in virtually all member-district applicants being eligible to enroll.
Since there were hundreds more applicants from member districts than available seats,
non-member district applicants, including those from Shrewsbury, must now wait until the
entire waitlist for member-districts is exhausted before having a chance to be admitted
through a lottery.  The real-world effect of these changes is that one Shrewsbury student
was admitted and is attending this year, compared to the 20 - 25 who would have in the
past.

The School Committee and the district administration have taken various steps in the past
months to communicate about this issue and to identify potential avenues to restore
access to vocational-technical education for Shrewsbury students, as illustrated in the
slide deck that accompanies this memorandum.  These have included:

● meeting with our legislative delegation to raise awareness of the state-level issue of
overall lack of sufficient access to vocational-technical education;

● meeting with Commissioner Riley and members of his MA Department of
Elementary & Secondary Education (DESE) staff to identify the problem and
discuss options;

● sending a letter to the MA Board of Elementary & Secondary Education to make
them aware of the unintended impact of their policy change on Shrewsbury
students;
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● meeting with a DESE representative to further explore potential alternative options
for providing vocational-technical education outside of attending a voc-tech high
school; and

● beginning the process of Shrewsbury municipal and school leadership
approaching the Assabet Valley Regional School Committee to discuss the
possibility of a request for the Town of Shrewsbury to join as a member.

The enclosed slide deck provides more information about our current situation, data
regarding what technical programs Shrewsbury students are currently enrolled in at
Assabet, and what statewide voc-tech graduate data shows regarding outcomes.  Our
report at your meeting on September 14 will be an initial step toward identifying what
potential avenues we might take as a town and as a school district to remedy the
unexpected change creating a lack of student access to vocational-technical education.
The fact that our district will be going through a strategic planning process this fall and
early winter coincides nicely with the work we need to do to identify what approaches we
wish to use to address this important issue.
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